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Following the glorious excess of the 
2013 feature documentary The Death and 
Resurrection Show, Hämäläinen’s Killing 
Joke: Are You Receiving? (2020) serves as a 
worthwhile companion piece for Killing 
Joke fans (the self-styled ‘Gatherers’, 
named after a song on the band’s 1983 
album Firedances) or casual readers desir-
ing deeper immersion into the band’s 
history. Like the film, the breadth and 
specificity exhibited by the book seems 
particularly impactful for those already in 
on the Joke, though a general audience 
will gain a solid understanding of their 
eclectic musical legacy. Organized chron-
ologically with each chapter’s content 
centred around an album, Hämäläinen 
draws information from a diverse set of 
characters both central and peripheral to 

the story of Killing Joke to help readers trace their growth from the late 1970s 
up to the current day.

Borne out of a magical ‘rite of dedication’ – as well as a more quotidian ad 
in Melody Maker – the story of Jaz, Paul, Geordie and Youth coalesces as they 
find themselves forging a path alongside early contemporaries whom they 
artistically respected (e.g. Public Image Limited) and dismissed (e.g. Siouxsie 
and the Banshees). Indeed, contentious relationships abound both within 
the group and amongst their peers as Killing Joke begins to set itself apart 
as a unique musical entity in the early 1980s scene. After a brief twenty-or-so 
page set-up of how the group got their act together, the book spends subse-
quent chapters using each release as a temporal anchor by which to under-
stand the music created as well as the internal drama experienced by the band 
through the years. Their story is one of great experimentation, incorporating a 
blend of arcane philosophy and instrumental dynamism to create a powerful 
sound: tribal rhythms, droning guitars, esoteric lyrics, synth-heavy anthems, 
conceptual storytelling, metallic walls of noise, eastern-flavoured orches-
tration, sardonic political critique. The idea that Killing Joke is a vehicle for 
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communicating a world-view is emphasized by Youth and Jaz in numerous 
interviews, and this perspective helps to frame what the band is all about at a 
macro-level: songs and albums are intentional experiments in sonic extension; 
live gigs transmute performance venues into spaces for ritual communion and 
a bit of shared madness. However, despite its lofty ambitions to reflect and 
acquire transcendental knowledge in the form of a primal music, Hämäläinen 
grounds the band by exploring the everyday tribulations faced by four men 
with different personalities and life priorities. Stories of in-fighting, drug 
and alcohol (ab)use, tensions with record companies and producers, line-up 
changes and fleeting acceptance and rejection by the MTV mainstream all 
portray the members as fallible humans fuelled by a heady cocktail of ego, 
chemicals and passion for creating. The author’s intermittent personal obser-
vations give way to an abundance of interviews throughout, and by doing so 
he helps us get a sense of how the individual members and collaborators bring 
their creative dispositions and musical traits into the fold to make Killing Joke 
an entity greater than the sum of its parts.

The book’s clear organization makes it a relatively quick and satisfying 
read, and its major strength lies in collating a variety of first-person perspec-
tives that shine light on the band’s internal machinations. Critical reflections 
are provided by the members (both original, as well as session musicians and 
hired players), producers, record company representatives and other jour-
nalists to construct a multi-dimensional rendering of the group’s journey. 
Hämäläinen’s own voice sutures together the story as told by these various 
players as opposed to inundating us with an overly verbose, ‘omniscient narra-
tor’ approach. His background in music journalism working for Vive Le Rock no 
doubt influences this stylistic choice, eschewing any type of dry academicism 
in favour of immediacy and candour. Much work was done bringing together 
these quotes both from his own interviews as well as secondary sources and 
placing them in conversation with one another to provide a more expansive 
look at the different phases of the band’s maturation. From wild parties in the 
studio to shamanic rituals in New Zealand, the authenticity of the band is 
reaffirmed as stories are recounted from outside affiliates often willing to cop 
to their complicity in encouraging the ensuing chaos. In addition to incorpo-
rating these voices to the benefit of the reader, each chapter marches along 
to a familiar rhythm. We open with a brief impression of the album as well as 
its ranked position on the UK Album Charts. The writing then contextualizes 
the work both musically and in terms of personnel involved, discusses the 
production process from multiple vantage points, provides an overview of the 
tracks (along with remixes and b-sides) and reflects on the album’s reception. 
As such, we move through the years with an efficiency unimpeded by too 
much excess narrative padding.

For general readers, the text is quite accessible and does an admirable job 
condensing lots of good information into a rather compact 203 pages. As a 
fan, I found myself devouring the stories and ruminations with great fervour 
as I sped through the text. However, there are some aspects of the book that 
did challenge my more academic compulsions. For example, while there are 
so many citations and quotes culled from sources including magazines, books 
and journals, the absence of a reference or bibliography page will necessitate 
some online sleuthing if one desires to follow up on any of the cited works. 
Additionally, from a compositional angle, there are instances where the sheer 
volume of interviews did lead to a little confusion as to who-is-saying-what 
as quotes sometimes follow one another in rapid succession without clear 
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introduction and transition. Finally, though perhaps beyond the immedi-
ate scope of the project, the book might have explored how Killing Joke has 
carved out an important place within the larger musical landscape as their 
cross-genre significance certainly reverberates throughout the worlds of post/
punk, rock, new wave, industrial, metal and alternative. Though there is a 
brief mention of their impact on other bands (in the form of a tribute album 
materialized around the time of 2010’s Absolute Dissent), a dedicated conclu-
sion chapter might have wrapped up the story nicely with additional quotes 
or interviews by some other musicians to whom Killing Joke is a significant 
artistic influence.

Overall, Hämäläinen’s book is a laudable effort that I see resonating with 
various audiences. Avowed fans will relish the behind-the-scenes stories and 
previously uncovered jewels of information surrounding the creation of their 
favourite songs and albums; novices will be provided a linear biographical 
account of an essential post-punk band and scholars will find a plethora of 
useable quotes for extant research or just general reference material about 
the group’s varied output. As the 2020s see the original Killing Joke line-up 
reformed and coming off a string of heavy hitting albums, Are You Receiving? 
functions as a well-deserved retrospective for such an iconic band and a 
worthwhile ancillary release as fans endure the wait for new original music.
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